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The recognition of middle grades as a critical juncture in CS
education has led to the widespread development of CS curricula
and integration efforts. The goal of many of these interventions is
to develop a set of underlying abilities that has been termed
computational thinking (CT). This goal presents a key challenge
for assessing student learning: we must identify assessment items
associated with an emergent understanding of key cognitive
abilities underlying CT that avoid specialized knowledge of
specific programming languages. In this work we explore the
psychometric properties of assessment items appropriate for use
with middle grades (US grades 6-8; ages 11-13) students. We also
investigate whether these items measure a single ability
dimension. Finally, we strive to recommend a “lean” set of items
that can be completed in a single 50-minute class period and have
high face validity. The paper makes the following contributions:
1) adds to the literature related to the emerging construct of CT,
and its relationship to the existing CTt and Bebras instruments,
and 2) offers a research-based CT assessment instrument for use
by both researchers and educators in the field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recognition of middle grades as a critical juncture in CS
education has, expectedly, led to the development of curricula and
other interventions in both formal and informal educational
settings [1-4]. An equal effort has gone into elective classes in
areas such as robotics (e.g., [5]), maker-based activities (e.g., [6]),
in addition to block-based programming (e.g., [7]). It follows that
work has gone into developing assessments for the targeted
knowledge and practices that these curricula and interventions
address [8].
Part of the assessment challenge is that the goal of such
interventions has, over the past ten years, shifted away from only
a specific goal of teaching CS concepts and programming abilities,
to developing a set of underlying abilities that has been termed
computational thinking (CT) [9, 10]. The emergence of CT as a
conceptual framework guiding curricular development and
assessment [11, 12] has happened in parallel with a move to think
more broadly as to which types of educational contexts might be
appropriate for students to engage in CT-based activities. In
particular, this has included a strong move to integrate CT
activities into established STEM courses at the middle grades and
high school level [2, 13-15]. Such approaches appropriately
demand a strategy that assumes that CT ability is being developed
across multiple formal and informal academic contexts [5].
Similarly, assessments that measure both what students bring to
a particular intervention and how that intervention impacts their
knowledge and abilities, to be effective, would need to be
decontextualized to some degree from the particular application
or academic subject area.
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were informed both by prior assessments developed around CScentric programming tasks [31, 32], as well as other efforts
developing programming-independent assessments [33, 34].
Using a 28-item version of his computational thinking
assessment (CTt) [26] on a sample of 1,251 Spanish students, boys
and girls from 24 different schools enrolled from 5th to 10th grade,
Román-González established reliability as internal consistency
with a Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.793. Criterion validity was explored
first by looking at correlations between the CTt and the PMA
battery of cognitive tests, and then through a multiple linear
regression through the CTt score. The CTt moderately correlated
with the PMA spatial (r = 0.44) and reasoning ability (r = 0.44), and
weakly correlated with verbal reasoning (r = 0.27). In addition, it
was strongly correlated with the RP30 problem-solving test (r =
0.67) which is considered a proxy for fluid intelligence. The
regression with these same subscales was also significant (p <
0.01), with spatial and reasoning ability as significant predictors.
However, 73% of the CTt scores’ variance was left unexplained.
Román-González, Pérez-González, & Jiménez-Fernández [26]
observed a near-normal distribution (M=16.38, .058 skewness, and
-.446 kurtosis) among 1,251 Spanish students from 5th-10th grade.
Items spanned a wide array of difficulty with later questions being
hardest. The average success rate along the 28 items was p = 0.59
(medium difficulty); ranging from p = 0.16 (item 23; very high
difficulty) to p = 0.96 (item 1; very low difficulty). In summary, the
CTt was shown to have an appropriate distribution of item
difficulty for middle grades students. In addition, the CTt seems
to measure abilities related to fluid intelligence and spatial ability,
however a majority of the differences in student performance
ability on the assessment was not explained by these particular
cognitive abilities.
The authors conclude that the CTt provides a
decontextualized assessment that compliments assessments
designed to be more context-specific. It is interesting to note that
many of the CTt items have block-based programming-like
elements in them, raising concerns that this assessment would
suffer from floor effects with students not familiar with blockbased programming concepts. However, a recent study using the
CTt did not find this effect with a population of students of whom
a high proportion self-reported little or no prior programming
experience [35]. Further work by Román-González and colleagues
continued to explore the complimentary utility of CTt with other
either programming-centric or more general assessments. In a
convergent validity study, they found a high correlation between
the CTt and Dr. Scratch [36] (r = 0.44) and with the CTt and a
selected set of Bebras [33, 34] items (r = 0.52). They conclude that
the correlational results point to a partial but not complete overlap
between the three assessments, reflecting the designers’ differing
measurement goals. Thus the conclusion was that CTt and Bebras
are measuring somewhat different abilities.
Bebras, it should be said, started not as an assessment, but as
an international competition with the stated goal of raising
awareness and interest in informatics (i.e., computing/computer
science) education and career paths [33, 34]. It was designed to
promote informatics learning in school by solving short,
conceptually-based tasks that make up the heart of the

The growth of interest in integrated CT interventions points
to a need to develop CT assessments that can work in such diverse
instructional contexts [16-18]. However, most assessments
developed for either CS or CT at the middle grades level are still
based on CS frameworks around the construction or analysis of
coding artifacts [4, 8, 19, 20]. These assessments use a range of
text-based, block-based, and pseudo-code, but still use coding
artifacts based on CS concepts as the paradigm for analysis [21,
22]. It raises questions as to whether such instruments would be
appropriate as a pre-test for students who have never had
experience with developing code or for interventions where
coding is not the basis of the CT curricular intervention [23]. For
example, many interventions utilize unplugged activities that may
be independent of specific code-based representational schemes
and syntaxes [3, 9, 24]. In addition, many assessments are not only
written with programming artifacts as the task, but also represent
CS-centric conceptual frameworks, rather than CT frameworks
[19]. In summary, an assessment—particularly a pre-assessment—
should reflect core CT abilities being developed in the
intervention but be free from specialized representational
notations (e.g., programming languages) or knowledge that a
student would not have been exposed to outside the intervention.
Put another way, you may want to distinguish abilities related to
underlying CT constructs apart from specialized knowledge of
programming ability, and a code-centric assessment would not
allow you to do this. Additional associated problems from a codecentric assessment might include both floor effects of preassessment scores and/or frustration on the part of students faced
with what amounts to a foreign language.
The goal of the work presented in this paper is pragmatic.
Leveraging both theoretical and empirical work done to date, we
have set out to identify assessments associated with a current
emergent understanding of key cognitive abilities underlying CT.
These assessments should avoid the abovementioned concerns
related to specialized knowledge related to programming
languages or other allied CS knowledge. In doing this work, we
will explore the psychometric properties of items appropriate for
use with middle grades (U.S. grades 6-8; ages 11-13) students. We
will also investigate whether these items represent a single
dimension of ability. Finally, we will strive to recommend a set of
items that has a relatively short administration (i.e., can be
completed in a single 50-minute class period) and have high face
validity for both teachers and students.

2 RELATED WORK
An important line of work to develop a CT assessment
independent both of specific programming languages and
curricular contexts has been led by Román-González and
colleagues [25-27]. They chose to take a psychometric approach
rooted in the CHC model of intelligence [28, 29]. Román-González
[26] and a small number of other researchers (e.g., [30]) have
conjectured a relationship between CT constructs such as
abstraction, pattern generalization, algorithmic thinking, and
conditional logic, and the CHC constructs of fluid intelligence,
visual processing, and working memory. The design of their items
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3 DATA AND METHODS

competition. Since its beginnings in Lithuania in 2004, it has
grown to the point that more than 1.3 million individuals across
Europe and elsewhere participated in the competition during
Bebras week in November 2015 [34]. Like the CTt, Bebras was
designed to not depend on prior knowledge of
programming/coding [37], but instead has puzzle-like problemsolving tasks readily accessible to students with no programming
background. Though Bebras’ roots are not as an assessment
instrument (CS or otherwise), researchers have noted the ability
to map its items to problem-solving constructs that underlie
CS/CT, such as algorithmic thinking and working with structures
and patterns [38]. For that reason, Bebras has increasingly been
utilized in research and applications related to CT assessment
[39].
As part of this interest in utilizing Bebras tasks as part of CT
assessments, IRT-based analyses have been conducted on Italian
[40], Slovenian [41], and German [42] versions of the Bebras
competition task set. In perhaps the largest-scale analysis of
Bebras data, performance data on Bebras tasks from 115,400
students in grades 3-12 in seven countries were analyzed by Izu
and colleagues [43]. They specifically looked at gender
differences, where none was found in either participation or
performance except at older grade ranges where there was higher
male participation. They concurred with other studies that
identified an apparent discrepancy between the tasks’ estimated
and perceived difficulty, finding that the Bebras versions had
more “harder than expected” than “easier than expected” items.
This has been noted as perhaps the result of the task set being
designed as a competition and not an assessment [44]. As noted
by the researchers conducting IRT analyses on Bebras tasks, this
approach is particularly appropriate for assessing the difficulty of
items if they are to be used as an assessment.
In summary, CTt and Bebras have emerged as two
instruments with a mounting base of evidence linking them to
core constructs underlying current conceptualizations of CT. Both
instruments have set out to create items that are appropriate for
middle grades students who have no prior experience with blockbased or other programming languages. However, they originate
from goals somewhat different from each other; while CTt was
designed from the start as an assessment of CT, Bebras started as
a task set for a competition and only more recently has been
researched as an assessment tool. Another important distinction
is that though the developers of the CTt and a small set of
additional research has shown the instrument appropriate for use
with students with no programming background, items such as
the one shown in Figure 1 use what is, in effect, block-based
programming code. In contrast, Bebras items use common,
everyday visual metaphors in their puzzle-like items. It is worth
reiterating that the CTt took inspiration from Bebras and has been
shown to be correlated at a complementary rather than wholly
overlapping level [25].

3.1 Test Items
The initial version of our assessment consisted of 43 items, which
was the combination of 28 items from the CTt (Figure 1) and 15
items from the Bebras challenge (Figure 2). All 28 multiple-choice
items of the CTt were included without making any modifications.
Fifteen items were selected out of 18 items from the UK Bebras
2016 task set that were targeted for students of age 10 to 12 years
old (referred as Juniors age group). Eleven of the 15 Bebras items
were single-select multiple-choice, one item was multi-select
multiple-choice, one item was drag and drop ranking-order type,
one item required matching and lastly one item required students
to enter a number. One of the Bebras items (Robot Exit) was
modified to make it a multiple-choice question as it originally
required an interactive drag and drop of instructional blocks
guiding the robot. Both CTt and Bebras items were given to 15
middle school students before the main data collection to make
sure that the questions are appropriate for this age group.

Figure 1: A sample item from CTt

Figure 2: A sample item from the Bebras Challenge
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3.2 Data Sources

3.3 Results

A Non-Equivalent Anchor Test (NEAT) design was used to
maximize the data collected from our sample as it was infeasible
to administer the 43-item assessment due to time constraints in
the classroom. A NEAT design is one in which multiple versions
of an exam are given; in this study there were 10 separate
versions. All versions share a subset of anchor items (i.e., common
items) and also contain a number of unique items. Anchor items
are used to equate student scores on different versions of the
assessment. The first set of 5 versions each contained 26 items, as
that was the estimated number that could be completed in the
allotted time (~45 min). The 26 items consisted of 17 items from
the CTt (14 anchor, 3 unique) and 9 items from the Bebras
challenge (7 anchor, 2 unique). The selection of anchor items from
the CTt was based on the computational concepts (e.g., “basic
directions and sequences”, “simple functions”) that each item
addresses in the test. The CTt aims to assess seven computational
concepts in total and each concept was addressed by four
questions (Roman-Gonzalez et al., 2017, p. 681). We selected two
questions addressing each concept as anchor questions, so each
version of the assessment included 14 questions from the CTt that
addressed all seven computational concepts defined by RomanGonzalez et al. [25]. The rest of the CTt items were then
distributed across the 5 versions as items unique to each version.
The selection of anchor items from the Bebras challenge was
based on the difficulty level of the items (A = easy, B = moderate,
C = difficult) set by the creators of the tasks. We selected three
items from A level, two from B, and two from C as anchor items.
Then, we distributed the rest of the items as unique items across
the five versions in a way that each version included at least one
C level item and one A/B level item. The second set of 5 shortened
versions each contained 16 items, which consisted of 10 items
from the CTt (7 anchor, 3 unique) and 6 items from the Bebras
challenge (4 anchor, 2 unique), and did not include some items
that were eliminated based on preliminary results. Since the items
unique to each version had the highest amount of missing data,
we decided to keep the unique items in the shortened versions and
drop some of the anchor items in a way that it does not change
our rationale for selecting those items. While the NEAT design is
popular and efficient for deploying more items, it does result in a
great deal of data that is missing by design.
We then used concurrent equating to put all items from all
test versions onto the same scale, allowing all of our
administrations of smaller numbers of tests to be considered
together and with equal contribution to the model. When the
sample size reached 160, a preliminary Rasch analysis was
conducted for the purpose of identifying items which were not
performing well or as expected; 3 items were eliminated based on
negative point-biserial correlation or very low variance. The
remaining rounds of data collection were then conducted with the
most problematic items removed. In addition, a subset of 21
students took the assessment twice in order to inform additional
discussion of test-retest reliability. In total, 309 students
completed the assessment.

3.3.1 Preliminary Item Fit Analysis. To help select the best items to
include in a final assessment, a form of Item Response Theory
(IRT), Rasch analysis, was used to both look at the performance of
individual items tested and the relationship of student responses
on individual items with other items [45]. Rasch measures a
sample of respondents’ (i.e., students) performance on each
question as a function of a latent trait . A model of each item, an
Item Characteristic Curve (ICC), maps the probability (y-axis) that
an individual would answer correctly against the individual’s
proficiency ( ; x-axis). One parameter for an item’s ICC is its
difficulty ( ), where a higher would indicate that a student
would need to have a higher
in order to have the same
probability of answering it correctly. The discrimination
parameter ( ) indicates how effectively an item can discriminate
between high and low-ability students. A high would create a
steeper sloped ICC, whereby small changes in would mean
relatively larger shifts in probability of correct response. The
approach here is to use these parameter characteristics, at the
individual item level and collectively (i.e., across all items), to
select a set of items with a range of difficulty and high
discrimination, and which all behave statistically in a
homogeneous fashion (e.g., have similar amounts of response
variability).
With a goal of reducing the length of the test to the best
performing items, our general approach was to use Rasch analysis
[45] to investigate bad fit first for causes such as data entry errors
or miskeys, and then eliminate items that still showed poor fit to
the IRT model. We followed the recommendations of Linacre [46],
for the order and priority of assessing items based on these
statistics. Items with negative point-biserial correlations with
either overall score or were removed first, next were violations
of outfit and infit, then finally for mean-square and standardized
mean square fit. Items that were very high or very low difficulty
tended to be eliminated as they tended not to differentiate high
and low ability participants well; this had the effect of trimming
the correct response probability distribution somewhat. However,
the resulting distribution was in line with the person ability
distribution. In total, 17 items were eliminated via these methods.
Finally, as noted above, we re-administered the test to a small
subset of 21 students that had taken the test during the prior
semester. We found that one Bebras item, Bebras_Q2, showed a
great deal more improvement than all other items. At time 1, 10%
of participants answered correctly but at time 2, 43% answered
correctly. Other than this item, items were reliable between
administrations, with a tendency towards slight improvement at
time 2. Because it was impossible to determine if there was an
event that influenced a collective response to Bebras_Q2 or if the
pattern was due to exposure effect, we decided to eliminate
Bebras_Q2.
In summary, we eliminated 18 total items based on these
criteria, and the final IRT model was refit to the data. Using the
above-described techniques the remaining items, by process of
elimination, demonstrated stable patterns of response across
students and were of a range of difficulty that was both
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recommended set of 25 items contain both CTt (n=19) and Bebras
(n=6) items.
This CT assessment instrument is designed to be used as a
pre-assessment for students who may not have had any previous
experience programming. While there might have been concerns
that some of the CTt items may have used block-based
programming representations requiring prior programming
experience, prior literature [35] and this analysis seems to indicate
otherwise. There is reason to be conservative in this conclusion
until further research is conducted.
The instructional implication of a short, easily administered
CT pre-assessment is the ability for both teachers and researchers
to gauge the initial ability of students to engage in tasks
(programming or otherwise) that require the current, generally
recognized CT skill set. When used as a pre and post-assessment
instrument it has the potential to provide insight as to the efficacy
of the intervention or instruction to develop CT ability. The CTt
has demonstrated sensitivity to relatively short interventions [35],
but more research is needed to explore how this new 25-item
instrument responds.
Another motivation for continued validation work on this set
of 25 items is the NEAT data collection design. Though necessary
and appropriate for the logistical constraints of this data
collection, it resulted in some sparsity of responses. A new round
of data collection with just the final 25 items, randomly
administered across participants will help alleviate data sparsity
and address any ordering effects. While the results of this study
suggest that the hybrid assessment is unidimensional, further
research focusing on the shortened exam alone would allow for a
deeper look into dimensionality. Finally, while some of the prior
research has pointed to the strong conceptual and theoretical
relationship of the CTt and Bebras instruments to current CT
frameworks, more work will be needed to continue to explore the
criterion validity of this new instrument against the CHC model
of intelligence, programming ability, and other related measures
of CT.

appropriate for middle grades students, but would still allow
discrimination between levels of ability.
3.3.2 Analysis of Dimensionality. With the goal of evaluating
whether the remaining items were measuring a single dimension
of ability, a Rasch analysis was conducted with a final sample size
of 308, after one student was eliminated for having all missing
data after item reduction. Item parameters were estimated using
the marginal maximum likelihood (MML) with an expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm using XCalibre software
(Version 4.2; Assessment Systems, 2014). Items that were omitted
by individuals were calculated as being incorrect. After the IRT
model was fit to the data, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
was used to calibrate the items.
We first tested whether the 1-parameter Rasch model was
greatly violating the assumption of a reasonably stable item
discrimination (alpha parameter) by examining item plots and by
comparing model fit to a 2 parameter (2PL) model ([47], pg. 141).
The item plots showed that the discrimination, indicated by the
slope of the traces, was stable for almost all items. Furthermore, a
comparison of AIC and BIC statistics (see Table 1) indicate that
there is no meaningful difference between the 1PL (Rasch) and
2PL models, therefore the 1PL model is suitable for these data.
Based on our use of a NEAT design, we chose to compare
model fit for a unidimensional vs. a two-dimensional model that
was comprised of CTt items in one dimension and Bebras items in
the other. The mirt package in R [48] was used for this task using
item parameters from the XCalibre program output as starting
values. The same estimation techniques were used (MML-EM) to
calculate IRT model fit statistics for each confirmatory model (see
Table 1) and the results showed a non-meaningful improvement
of about 1%, indicating the more parsimonious 1PL, 1 factor model
is preferable [47].
In summary, each instance of analysis, the unidimensional
Rasch model was roughly equivalent or superior [48]. Under the
new model, there were no violations of item fit statistics, and a
person ability-item difficulty map indicated that there was good
coverage of person ability levels by the assessment.
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